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QUESTION 1

You have created a virtual router called VSYSA-vr and made it shareable. You then create the VSYS using the WebUI,
telling it to use an existing VR and selecting the VR called VSYSA-vr. 

What is the status of the virtual router after you create the VSYS? 

A. The router will be the default router but will no longer be shared. 

B. The router will be the default router and will still have a shareable status. 

C. The system will not let you use a shared virtual router when you create a new VSYS. The initial virtual router must be
private. 

D. The system will not create a private vr for the VSYS but will assign the untrust-vr as the default router. The shared
virtual router will not be the default router. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to investigate some physical layer problems. 

Which command will provide you with information that you can use to analyze these type of problems? 

A. get counter interface e0/0 

B. get counter statistics e0/0 

C. get counter flow interface e0/0 

D. get counter statistics interface e0/0 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are concerned about log entries being overwritten and would like to save this valuable information on an external
system. 

Which three systems will work with ScreenOS devices to accomplish this goal? (Choose three.) 

A. SNMP 

B. WebSense 

C. WebTrends 

D. SYSLOG server 

E. NetScreen Security Manager 
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Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which item in a virtual system is shared by default? 

A. trust zone in the trust-vr 

B. trust zone in the untrust-vr 

C. untrust zone in the trust-vr 

D. untrust zone in the untrust-vr 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are troubleshooting a problem with traffic passing through the ScreenOS device. You run debug flow basic and get
the results in the exhibit. Why was the packet dropped? 

A. The packet was dropped because of the implicit deny at the end of the policy set. 

B. The packet was dropped because a global policy was configured to deny the traffic. 

C. There is not enough detail in the output to know exactly what part of the policy dropped the packet. 

D. The packet was dropped because it was explicitly denied by the policy between zones 1002 and 1000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6
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Click the Exhibit button. 

In the exhibit, review the debug output. Which type of NAT has occurred? 

A. MIP 

B. Interface-based NAT 

C. Policy-based NAT with DIP enabled 

D. Policy-based NAT without DIP enabled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You have created a VPN to a dynamic peer. 

Which two configured parameters must match? (Choose two.) 

A. static side peer-id 

B. dynamic side local-id 

C. static side IP address 

D. dynamic side IP address 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 8

Which ScreenOS CLI command(s) allow(s) for redistribution of type 1-3 LSAs? 

A. set ospf export route external 

B. set match route-type internal-ospf 

C. set redistribute ospf lsa 1 set redistribute ospf lsa 2 set redistribute ospf lsa 3 

D. set protocol ospf lsa 1 redistribute set protocol ospf lsa 2 redistribute set protocol ospf lsa 3 redistribute 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three ways can a ScreenOS device be administered by a direct secure connection using default ports? (Choose
three.) 

A. Console 

B. TCP port 22 

C. TCP port 23 

D. TCP port 80 

E. TCP port 443 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 10

What do you need to change in your IPSec VPN configuration to use certificates for authentication? 

A. Replace the preshared key with the certificate name. 

B. Select PFS in Phase 2, then select the certificate to be used. 

C. Use a custom set of Phase 1 proposals, all beginning with rsa-. 

D. Use a custom set of Phase 2 proposals, all beginning with rsa-. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to configure routing redundancy over your VPN network, but do not want to deploy a dynamic routing
protocol. 
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What should you do? 

A. Configure multiple static routes, setting tags to designate primary and backup routes. 

B. Configure multiple static routes, adjusting the cost to determine primary and backup routes. 

C. Configure multiple static routes, adjusting the metric to determine primary and backup routes. 

D. Configure multiple static routes, adjusting the preference to create floating static routes as backups. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You suspect you are having encryption problems with an IKE VPN. 

Which two commands would help you determine if it is an encryption issue? (Choose two.) 

A. get counter screen  

B. get counter flow interface  

C. get counter policy  

D. get counter statistics interface  

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

Click the Exhibit button. 

In the exhibit, which two can be determined about the VPN? (Choose two.) 

A. This is a policy-based VPN. 

B. The VPN tunnel is active but the VPN monitor shows the tunnel is down. 

C. The VPN is active and has 3288 more seconds until reaching its 3600 second timeout. 

D. The VPN is active and has 312 more seconds until reaching its 3600 second timeout. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 14

Which two item pairs are exchanged during Phase 2 negotiations? (Choose two.) 

A. proxy-id, SA proposal list 

B. IKE cookie, SA proposal list 

C. hash [ID + Key], DH key exchange 

D. SA proposal list, optional DH key exchange 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15

Which three events would cause ScreenOS devices to generate SNMP traps? (Choose three.) 

A. cold starts 

B. traffic alarms 

C. warm reboots 

D. self log events 

E. traffic log events 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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